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INTRODUCTION

A classic tenet of surgery states, “dissect only along named structures” i.e. expose structures by dissecting through the loose, mostly avascular areolar tissue between fascial planes to minimize tissue trauma. Nevertheless, this manipulation does induce an inflammatory reaction that disrupts the normal function and interaction of adjacent tissue layers, giving rise to dead space and increased risk of post-operative complications, for example significant tissue undermining.

Ovine forestomach matrix (OFM) is a decellularized ECM containing basement membrane, structural proteins (e.g. collagen I, III, IV, elastin), and adhesion proteins (e.g. fibronectin, laminin) and growth factors (Lun et al. 2010). OFM acts as a biomimetic of tissue ECM to stimulate cellular activation and migration and orchestrates progression of natural wound healing (Irvine et al. 2011). OFM attempts to recreate the normal function and relationship of the disrupted tissue layers as described. This promotes wound healing, and prevention of larger tissue loss.

METHODS

An OFM graft was used to address significant post surgical undermining in patients previously dissected along a surgical plane. The OFM graft was rehydrated in saline then placed between the freshly debrided adjacent tissue layers in the undermined area. NPWT was applied as the outer dressing using a bolster technique and was changed thrice weekly.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

All undermined defects rapidly granulated following placement of the OFM graft. OFM physically filled the tissue voids and vascularized as the graft integrated into the regenerating tissue. OFM is known to be anti-inflammatory (Street et al. 2015, Negron et al. 2012) suggesting its efficacy in addressing these non-healing defects between adjacent tissue planes may be via rebalancing the local inflammatory response.

CONCLUSION

This case series validates a novel technique of addressing post-surgical undermining. Based on the positive outcomes seen here, we postulate that OFM may prevent post-surgical complications in certain procedures if implanted at the time of surgery. Examples include open separation of components, delayed primary closure, and any procedure that involves extensive dissection along a tissue plane. It merits further study to elucidate its role in the prevention of post-surgical complications.
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